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On Demand Webinars
Here you can find a selection of webinar recordings available for download.
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2023? 1? 24?, ??? - 2023? 1? 25?, ???

Auto Layout Your Models and MoRe
Make Simulink modeling easier and focus on the larger steps instead of wasting time on small, monotonous
modeling steps. Studies show that about 30 percent of modeling time in Simulink is spent on just the layout of
subsystems. Do you also feel that instead of moving blocks and lines, your time would be better invested elsewhere?
Would you also prefer a uniform layout in the model instead of multiple personal layout styles?
In this webinar, we will show you how MES Model & Refactor (MoRe) automatically lays out the subsystems for
you and ensures a consistent style. We will also demonstrate how you can use MoRe to perform other timeconsuming modeling tasks with just a few clicks, such as creating signal connections across many subsystem layers.

The webinar will take place on two alternative dates in English:

Date 1: Tuesday, January 24, 2023
Time: 4-5 p.m. CET (Berlin)/ 10 a.m. EST (Detroit)/ 8:30 p.m. IST (Bangalore)/ 11 p.m. CST (Beijing)/ 12 p.m. JST
(Tokyo)
Registration: https://model-engineers-event.webex.com/model-engineers-eventen/onstage/g.php?MTID=e9f93aea1bc8a706295aea4b6fac950a3

Date 2: Wednesday, January 25, 2023
Time: 10-11 a.m. CET (Berlin)/ 4 a.m. EST (Detroit)/ 2:30 p.m. IST (Bangalore)/ 5 p.m. CST (Beijing)/ 6 p.m. JST
(Tokyo)
Registration: https://model-engineers-event.webex.com/model-engineers-eventen/onstage/g.php?MTID=e65936654b5dc4093a952a3b981ad7e50
2023? 2? 21?, ??? - 2023? 2? 22?, ???

Guidelines are a Modeler's Best Friend
Modeling guidelines and design principles can help you as a function developer when creating software models.
Skeptical? Take part in our web meeting and we will change your mind! This lecture is an introduction to modeling
guidelines and static model analysis using MATLAB Simulink / Stateflow and TargetLink models in the MISRA

and ISO context. In addition to best practices for modeling guidelines and model complexity, we will explain the
basic operating principles of static model analysis. We will also show you how to conduct automatic policy
verification and correction, complexity analysis and how to check for identical subsystems (clones) in software
models.

The webinar will take place on two alternative dates in English:

Date 1: Tuesday, February 21, 2023
Time: 4-5 p.m. CET (Berlin)/ 10 a.m. EST (Detroit)/ 8:30 p.m. IST (Bangalore)/ 11 p.m. CST (Beijing)/ 12 p.m. JST
(Tokyo)
Registration: https://model-engineers-event.webex.com/model-engineers-eventen/onstage/g.php?MTID=e93873611840f87b8c61c6454f539e352

Date 2: Wednesday, February 22, 2023
Time: 10-11 a.m. CET (Berlin)/ 4 a.m. EST (Detroit)/ 2:30 p.m. IST (Bangalore)/ 5 p.m. CST (Beijing)/ 6 p.m. JST
(Tokyo)
Registration: https://model-engineers-event.webex.com/model-engineers-eventen/onstage/g.php?MTID=e7f92b7f9fc5aadc5df0a6c641dd6d6fb

